Introduction
Many experts on the employment of military force warn about the contemporary problems of education, training and deployment of military forces. If military force should be used for some political reasons to resolve the crisis, whether at the beginning or during it, the question is how to implement it. The essence of the debate in the military coalition is to define the position in the spectrum of conflict and to determine the character of the military operation. Next step is, to appoint the concept of realisation of meaning operation with the effort to meet defined military objectives and thereby creating the conditions for achieving political goals. It is expected that the use of military force (and other tools to solve the present crisis) will be credible to the population of the affected countries; it means those who are to be supported. At the same time, it is expected that the use of the military force will be credible to the population of the countries from which deployed forces are posted.
The character of war
Politicians and soldiers often make considerable efforts to name a war and to characterize its various aspects. Many different ideas and understandings are presented in this process. The initial effort to create a fruitful discussion to determined topic the establishment is lost in a military mental obsession to establish the definition, traceability and clear delimitation of each activity. Military warfare is in its extreme forms, process-oriented.
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are creating and what is not specified and explained in them it is managed quite difficult. Unfortunately, sometimes their processing caused more frictions than the actual military art. The effort to define the particular war (conventional, traditional, regular, irregular, hybrid …) and the effort to assign the particular form of warfare (regular or irregular) is developing the discussion about the capabilities creation. The need for a comprehensive understanding of the power struggle as the cause of the war and DOI: 10.1515/kbo-2017-0031subsequently warfare is sometimes forgotten. Independent variables (emotions, chance, and a reason), which vary in every war, and new technological improvements have great effect upon the character of war. They affect the tactics, operational art, military strategy and in some cases even grand strategy of respective actors. It is now apparent that character of war is changing. [4] Aspects of the power struggle are connected to each other. No matter you have used uniformed (military) personnel or personnel without uniform. Civil power elite use various methods, means and tools against the opponent depending on what is going on. If it is necessary they use activities of uniformed personnel, or it is without military involvement. They will even do it secretly, without regard to belonging to "East" or "West". Collision in the understanding of political activities and also military warfare occurs when irregular warfare is analysed in the same one-dimensional way like conventional warfare. The collision is much bigger when to the process are included secret activities, what is the usual way of irregular warfare conducting. It might be counterproductive to study, plan and actively wage the war with specifying war as a regular or irregular. More important is, how the armed forces will be created for to be the tool in all aspects of war and power struggles. If the power struggle is not in the form state vs. state, it is necessary to seek limits on conventional warfare applications and to determine aspects which are needed to change. Actors of the power struggle will do it always. If they are unable to create conventional military forces, they will fight in secret and hidden, armed depending on the situation. The context of war is all around us, but absolutely military wars are rare and very rarely with the full deployment of all equipment. There is still power struggle and there are still different kinds of wars existing. No matter how we will mark the "war". Both world wars (but also the cold war) supported the way of thinking and preparation for war in long term. The basic reason for the existence of the armed forces was mainly the existence of so-called great wars. Willingness and even the possibility of military institutions to think outside of conventional warfare were very limited. That matches the structure and training of armed forces in a substantial part of the "western" and also "eastern" countries. In nowadays terms of military operations, armed forces have been preparing for the combat (operations to neutralise major threats). But today´s military operations are often conducted in a challenging context of irregular warfare (operations to enable stabilization and peace support operations). The states have lost their monopoly to conduct armed conflict and one of the parties to the conflict is often represented by an aggressive non-state actor. The tactics of nonstate actors belong to the category of asymmetric warfare. The asymmetry in military point of view is confronting activities carried out in accordance with military standards and international law vs. various methods of guerrilla warfare, when they ignore Geneva Conventions. [6] Armed forces are supposed to be also successful in non-combat operations, where the armed forces are used, for example, in reestablishing of government authorities, providing basic services for local population as well as in assistance tasks supporting security and rescue organizations.
[9] Conventional military forces were not thrilled by deploying in operations to enable stabilization and peace support operations. For example, involvement in counterinsurgency was something very difficult for them. "Real fighters" do not want to deal with socalled small wars. [3] Conventional war and conventional warfare have, in many military systems all over the world, very rich theoretical basis. Comparing to the irregular warfare, there is fundamentally negative attitude. This fact creates basic obstacle for armed forces to adapt themselves for postmodern military operations. The military academic community often focuses the research on great wars and theoretical bases of small wars are insufficient. This causes complications in the creation of the modern military thinking. Membership in multinational coalitions mentioned problem more escalates. Different national approaches and concerns, the absence of common doctrine or its different perception, different level of training cause fragmentation of joint effort. In addition, many operations start as a conventional war and later they are changing to the phase of stabilization. Essentially, the same unit provides combat and it is used in non-combat counterinsurgency, which is a difficult matter. Frequent security activities, carried out by outsourcing companies, complicate formation of fundamental links with people living in the affected region and gaining their trust. In addition, a large number of civilian nongovernmental organizations and various private organizations refuse cooperation with military forces. The problem of achieving a comprehensive approach of military and civilian activities of various sources is well known and it causes a problem of "multifunctional coordination". Conventional warfare (within the military dimension) requires particular capabilities, which however are not the same for operations to enable stabilization and peace support operations. We are talking about regular and irregular warfare, and both are needed different capabilities. The same unit rarely achieves such a wide range of capabilities. Operational planning and decision-making processes were originally designed for conventional warfare between the armed forces. They were not designed for "working" with various types of insurgents, rebels, terrorists, criminal formations and fully mercenary forces, supported by various nations or structures. In addition, the situation is complicated when the troops, commanders and staff personnel are rotated every 6 -12 months. Now, we are not interested only in sensor and shooter on the opposite side. We are interested in the comprehensive deployment of "boots on the ground" and winning "hearts and minds". This hybrid and mainly irregular war is guided by people and between people. [5] Finding new ways of success against irregular opponents, it creates a problem of the scale and impact to the military system. Irregular warfare is more about ideas than about physical targets. Covert methods and means of influencing the opponent are as interesting as the use of brute armed force. [8] These challenges are not only strategic but also operational, and tactical. They are really multi-dimensional.
The issues affect personnel, thinking, options, operational art, and tactics, doctrines, education and training, the mentality of military conventional fighter versus mentality of "peacemaker", leadership, and potential for full-conceptual employment and therefore the usefulness of military force. Training and deployment of troops in irregular warfare require a change in military thinking, especially in operational art and tactics. It is necessary:
-Define the needed capabilities and military instruments for current and future operations in irregular warfare,
-Clearly formulate the concept of the armed forces transformation,
-Prepare a long-term plan for education of military and political generations,
-At the same time, prepare a short-term, realistic transformation of training, capabilities, operational art and tactics, doctrines and concepts development.
But the creation of the armed forces, deployable in irregular warfare, mays not causes the loss of basic capabilities in conventional warfare.
The character of irregular warfare
The military viewpoint of the current irregular warfare is fundamentally influenced by the concept of the United States. It affects the concept of the NATO and the EU countries (if they have any concept). Mentioned countries and organizations are trying to manage "todays" and "tomorrows" requirements for their armed forces. These forces should seek ability of "expeditionary" deployment. A classical power struggle with the use of foreign affairs, intelligence with hidden activities and uniformed military services is reflected in this hierarchy. to the capabilities for irregular warfare will be still as problematic as it is today. The decision about the scope of the military instruments and thereby also about their development rests in the hands of politicians. The future of military capabilities for irregular warfare also rests in the hands and minds of military system members, especially members of the military academic environment. If neither of these groups recognizes the needs of unconventional war and warfare, more and more people will die and more and more hearts and minds will be lost.
Conclusions

